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ABSTRACT  

Social welfare support runs in families. Recent studies using Nordic registry data have found individual 
differences in genetic factors to be of substantial importance for medical benefits. However, to date there has 
been no genetically informative studies on receiving social welfare support. To prevent young adults from 
dropping out of the work life and become recipients of social welfare support, it is of substantial interest to 
clarify to what extent the familiarity of social welfare support is due to genetic or social differences between 
families. We used data from the Historical-Event Database on 7,698 Norwegian twins born 1967-1979 to 
estimate the relative contribution of genetic factors, the effective familial environment (i.e. the “shared 
environment”), and individual-specific environmental factors. We found that the two forms of familial risk, 
genetic and shared environmental, explained 39% and 45%, respectively, of the risk for receiving social 
welfare support among young Norwegian twins. Only 17% of the variance in risk factors could be explained 
by individual-specific risk factors. It appears that risk for receiving social welfare support can to a great 
extent be explained by environmental differences between families. Therefore prevention strategies targeting 
social inequalities between families would indeed be effective. Furthermore, genetic risk factors are also 
important in explaining risk for receiving social welfare support. These effects could be mediated through 
heritable traits related to substance abuse, psychiatric disorders, and personality. Individual-specific risk fac-
tors were of very little importance. Hence, with regard to receiving social welfare support, family matters. 
 
This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution Licence, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction 
in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
It is commonplace to think of Norway as an egalitarian 
society where everyone has equal rights and equal 
access to the various welfare schemes. Nevertheless, 
important life outcomes, such as educational attain-
ment, are strongly influenced by family background, 
even when the effects of genetic factors are accounted 
for (1). This may also hold for other aspects of the 
welfare state. In the present study, we explore whether 
reception of social welfare support is influenced by 
family background, in addition to individual exposures 
and genetic predispositions. 
 In Norway and other countries, the government pro-
vides social welfare support (Norwegian: “økonomisk 
sosialhjelp”) for individuals who are not able to provide 
for themselves economically. Social welfare support is 
a temporary welfare scheme, where the intention is that 
recipients should be able to provide for themselves as 
soon as possible. It is given as a last resort for economic 
subsistence, and is only paid after all other possible 
economic options have been evaluated (2). This means, 
for instance, that social welfare benefits are not given 
if an individual qualifies for the more generous un-
employment benefits, or if an individual has savings. 
Being a last resort, the payouts of social welfare 

support are less than other welfare schemes, and are 
intentionally kept at a subsistence minimum. 
 Although social welfare support is indeed tempo-
rary for many of its recipients, some individuals stay 
on social welfare support or other kinds of welfare 
schemes over long periods of time (3). Similar effects 
are even seen across generations, where children of 
welfare recipients on average do worse than other 
children on a wide range of outcomes, including a 
higher risk of being welfare recipients themselves (4). 
In a sense, receiving welfare seems to “run in families”. 
The reasons for this have not been clarified. 
 Using twin studies, it is possible to approach the 
etiology of risk factors, by dividing the variance into 
three sources: additive genetic effects, individual-
specific environment, and the environment that family 
members share, but which varies between families. 
The latter include, by definition, only environmental 
factors that make twins in a pair similar, whether be it 
intrauterine factors, upbringing or influence from peers 
or teachers. Other medical welfare schemes, such as 
long-term sick leave and disability pensioning, has 
been found to be affected by genetic factors, but not by 
shared environment, at least not at levels high enough 
to be statistically significant (5-9). These benefits are 
medical benefits, and are hence caused by medical dis-
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orders which are again partly or substantially influ-
enced by genes. At the same time, sick leave and dis-
ability pensioning is affected by many factors besides 
health (10). Sick leave also requires that one has a job, 
or is otherwise eligible for employment. These diffe-
rences imply that the mechanism leading to social wel-
fare support may be substantially different from those 
leading to medical welfare benefits. To the best of our 
knowledge, there is to date no genetically informative 
study on why welfare aggregate in certain families. 
 Social welfare support is, like all human aspects 
that vary within a population, likely to be at least parti-
ally heritable (11). It follows that being a recipient of 
social welfare support, if correlated with any heritable 
trait, such as personality, education, intelligence and so 
on, will also be heritable. It is, however, less common-
place to find large effects of shared environment in hu-
man traits. Whereas most outcomes show small influ-
ences of shared environment, knowing which variables 
that are affected by shared environment is important, 
as this would indicate areas of the society where all 
individuals are not treated equally or not have the 
same opportunities. Although shared environment does 
not equal family environment since twins also share 
environments distinct from their parents (e.g. common 
friends and school), it is likely that much of environ-
mental influence that makes twins similar stem from 
their shared upbringing. In a way, twin studies can be 
used to test the egalitarianism of societies, i.e., to test 
whether it does not only matter who you are, but also 
who your family is. If everyone is treated equally, the 
family-specific environmental variance (i.e. the shared 
environmental variance) will decrease, implying that 
the relative contributions of genetic factors and indi-
vidual-specific environment increases. As economic 
resources are often aggregated in families, social 
welfare support is a likely candidate to have stronger 
effects of shared environment. In addition, the stigma 
of applying for social welfare support may be less hard 
to bear if one has been “desensitized” by having fami-
ly members on social welfare support. 
 In the present study, we therefore investigate to what 
degree receiving social welfare support is associated 
with genetic and shared environmental factors. 
 
 
METHODS 
 
Sample and assessment  
The sample for the current study originated from the 
Norwegian Institute of Public Health Twin Panel 
(NIPHTP). Twins born between 1967 and 1979 were 
invited to take part in a large questionnaire study in 
1998 and consented to linking with administrative 
registries from Statistics Norway including social 
welfare benefits from 1998 to 2008. 
 Out of 12,700 invited twins, 8,045 (63%) responded 
after one reminder. Among these, 7,710 twins were 
linked to sick leave data, while 335 withdrew from the 
study. Further 12 twins were excluded due to lack of 

data on zygosity. The sample of 7,698 twins included 
3,108 complete pairs (492 monozygotic (MZ) male, 
354 dizygotic (DZ) male, 759 MZ female, 607 DZ 
female, and 896 opposite sex twin pairs) and 1,482 
singletons. 
 Zygosity was initially determined using question-
naire items previously shown to correctly classify 
more than 97% of the twin pairs (Magnus et al., 1983), 
followed by DNA analyses on a subgroup of the 
sample. The discrepancy between classification based 
on the questionnaire and DNA markers implied an 
expected misclassification rate of approximately 2% 
for the whole sample, which is unlikely to bias our 
results (Neale, 2003). 
 The NIPHTP is thoroughly described elsewhere 
(Nilsen et al., 2012). 
 
Ethics  
The linkage of data from NIPHTP with registries at 
Statistics Norway was approved by the Regional 
Committee for Medical and Health Research Ethics. 
 
Measures  
Social welfare support 
The Historical-Event Database contains data for the 
entire population (1992 and onwards) regarding econo-
mic activity, including social security benefits. Thus, 
we had information on who received social welfare 
support, and when. From this information, we con-
structed two variables: a dichotomous variable, “has 
ever received social welfare support” vs. not, and a 
time-to-event variable where individuals were censored 
at the age they first received social welfare support, or, 
if they never received social welfare support, at the age 
they had when the study ended in 2008.  
Statistical analyses 
In the classic twin design (12), individual differences 
in liability are assumed to arise from additive genetic 
(A), shared environmental (C), and non-shared environ-
mental (E) sources. As MZ twins share all, and DZ 
twins share on average half of their segregating genes, 
A would tend to make MZ twins correlate twice as 
highly as DZ twins. C is defined as environmental fac-
tors that contribute to similarity between twins, and is 
assumed to have an equal effect on co-twin similarity 
in MZ and DZ twins. E is by definition not shared be-
tween twins in a pair and contributes to twin differen-
ces. E also contains measurement error. The influence 
of each of these factors on the variables can be esti-
mated using structural equation modeling (SEM) (12). 
 The models were fitted using the Full Information 
Maximum Likelihood (FIML) with a logit link as esti-
mation procedure to raw data in Mplus (13). The raw 
data method utilizes data from both complete and 
incomplete pairs, which, under the missing at random 
assumption, decrease bias due to non-response. All 
twins with known zygosity were included in the ana-
lyses. We used the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) 
as an index of parsimony (Akaike, 1987). Models with 
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Figure 1.  Pathmodel for biometric discrete-time survival analysis. Circles represent latent variables, squares represent 
observed variables, and triangles represent means or thresholds. Double headed arrows represent covariances, and single 
headed arrows represent regression coefficients. MZ = monozygotic twins and DZ = dizygotic twins. A, C, and E 
denotes additive genetic, shared environmental, and individual-specific environmental effects, respectively. Small letter 
a, c, and e denotes respective path coefficients. Psi, the frailty variance, is constrained to be equal to a^2+c^2+e^2. The 
latent frailty distribution is normal. Alpha is the mean of the latent frailty distribution, and is zero in males and estimated 
in females. Tau denotes thresholds. Each age (i.e. year 19 to 40) have a unique threshold. Thresholds are equal in males 
and females, and sex differences in hazard rates are modeled by differences in latent frailty means (i.e. alpha). 

 
 
low AIC value are preferred. If the difference in AIC 
is negative, the simpler, more restricted model is 
preferred. 
 Since the participants were not beyond the age where 
they could receive social welfare support, the data was 
censored. We used a general latent variable approach 
to discrete-time survival analysis of nonrepeatable 
events (i.e. first time reception of social welfare sup-
port) (14). The biometric frailty model is depicted in 
Figure 1. Variance in risk for social welfare support is 
modeled by a latent factor that is correlated across 
twins. This model has earlier been applied to Finnish 
disability data in twins (9). Further details of the model 
are described in the legends of Figure I. We compare 
the results from the biometric descrete time survival 
analysis to the much used liability threshold model to 
explore the impact of censoring in the data. Censoring 
is a form of measurement error, and would inflate the 
E component in the liability threshold model. 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
In Figure 2 we present the year-by-year percent (i.e. 
incidence) of the participants receiving social welfare 
support. The incidence of social welfare support was 
highest in the youngest age groups (close to five per-
cent per year), and fell in a linear manner towards age 
40 (approximately 1.5 percent per year). 

 By comparing model fit, we tested for qualitative 
genetic sex differences (i.e. genes at different loci 
having effect across sexes) and quantitative genetic 
sex differences (i.e. genes at same loci having different 
effect across the sexes. The best fitting model was one 
with no differences in etiology across sexes (AIC=       
–6.4). By applying the much used liability-threshold 
model we found individual differences, or variance, in 
risk for receiving social welfare to be 36% due to addi-
tive genetic effects, 38% due to shared environmental 
effects, and 26% due to individual-specific environ-
mental effects (Table 1). By accounting for censoring 
using the correlated, or biometric, frailty model we 
found individual differences in risk for receiving social 
welfare support to be more familial with additive gene-
tic effects explaining 39% of the variance, shared envi-
ronmental effects explaining 45% of the variance, and 
individual-specific environmental effects explaining 
17% of the variance (Table 1). 
 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
In the present study, we found that environment shared 
by twins, often referred to as shared, or familial, envi-
ronment, constitute the strongest influence on recep-
tion of social welfare support (i.e. 45% of the total 
variance in risk). In addition we found a somewhat 
lower effect of genetic risk factors (i.e. 39% of the 
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Figure 2.  Percent receiving social welfare support from age 19 to 41. 

 
 

Table 1.  Estimates for additive genetic (A), shared environmental (C), and individual-specific 
environmental (E) effects on receiving social welfare support among young Norwegian twins. 
 

 
Correlated frailty  Liability-threshold 

 
Estimate 95% CI S.E.  Estimate 95% CI S.E. 

A 39% 12-65% 14%  36% 10-62% 13% 
C 45% 22-67% 12%  38% 17-60% 11% 
E 17% 9-25% 4%  26%  Not estimateable* 
* Standard errors for individual-specific environmental effects are not estimateable using full-information 
maximum likelihood in Mplus. 

 
 
total variance in risk). Last, we found environmental 
factors not shared by siblings the same age growing up 
in the same family to only explain a small portion of 
the variance in risk (i.e. 17%). 
 Erik Turkheimer has put forward three laws of be-
havior genetics: §1, all human traits are heritable. §2, 
the effect of being raised in the same family is smaller 
than the effect of genes. §3, a substantial portion of the 
variation in complex human behavioral traits is not 
accounted for by the effects of genes or families (11). 
If we for the sake or argument set aside the question 
on to what extent risk for receiving social welfare sup-
port is a complex human behavioral trait, our current 
findings are in clear violation with both §2 and §3. 
One putative explanation to this is that risk for recei-
ving social welfare support is an amalgam of complex 
human behavioral traits (e.g. alcohol abuse, drug abuse, 
psychosis, low intelligence, personality, and personali-
ty disorders) that are following Turkheimer’s rules, 
and social structures segregating families into low and 
high risk strata, influenced by shared environmental 
factors (e.g. economic savings and parents helping 
out). 
 Individual-specific environmental factors are, as 
predicted by Turkheimer’s §3, of large effect in studies 
of human traits and behaviors (15). These factors are 
not well understood, and could be said to represent 

ideographic events across the life course that are 
challenging to measure in a systematic, or nomothetic 
(i.e. relating to the study of general laws of nature), 
way across individuals (16,17). In our approach we 
study time-invariant risk factors (i.e. factors with equal 
effect at all time points), while individual specific 
environmental factors for traits such as negative and 
positive affect have been shown to not even be stable 
across matter of minutes (18). 
 The remarkably high effect of shared environment 
has some implications. If a society is entirely egalita-
rian and everyone is treated equally, an outcome will 
be a function of genetic factors and events affecting 
each individual, whereas family background will be of 
no importance. If we find that family background plays 
a role, this either indicates unequal access to welfare, 
or that family-specific norms play a role in events 
leading to welfare reception (sometimes called “social 
contagion”). If there is a correlation between the 
genetic risk in a family (e.g. susceptibility for drug 
addiction) and the shared environment of a family, this 
gene-environment correlation will be attributed to the 
shared environmental effects in the classical twin 
design. This is not an error in the classical twin design, 
given that it is a shared environmental effect, but it 
illuminates how genetic risk in families is mediated 
(i.e. either as a direct genetic transmission or mediated 
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through the provided rearing environment shared by 
siblings). A correlation between the rearing environ-
ment and genetic risk for traits leading to severe occu-
pational difficulties is arguably not implausible. It is 
possible to estimate such correlations between familial 
genetic risk and familial environment by using exten-
ded kinship designs (19-23). Registry-based data are 
available in Scandinavian countries. Future studies 
should therefore use extended kinship designs to esti-
mate possible gene-environment correlations. 
 Being the recipient of social welfare support is 
stigmatizing, and receiving this kind of payout directly 
implies low socioeconomic status in terms of income 
and occupation, and indirectly implies low educational 
attainment. Social inequalities are therefore a central 
aspect of social welfare support. Therefore, in terms of 
prevention, social welfare support is a policy relevant 
to phenomena that are indeed directly caused by social 
differences between families. 
 Our results are also interesting in the light of what 
has previously been found in the above mentioned 
studies of genetic and environmental influences on 
medical benefits (sickness absence and disability 
pensioning) (7). If the effect of shared environment on 
social welfare is indeed much larger than its effect on 
medical benefits, it seems reasonable to suggest that 
social influence (especially parental social influence) 
might be much more relevant for social than for 
medical benefits. This is important as social influence, 
including influence from parents, has been suggested 
to impact substantially on who become recipients of 
medical benefits (24). Twin studies are often, right-

fully, criticized for being underpowered in their ability 
to uncover shared environmental effects. The fact that 
we find substantial shared environmental effects on 
being a recipient of social, but not medical (7), benefits 
in the same sample is therefore also sheds a reassuring 
light on our previous findings. 
 Heritability does not imply absolute determinism. 
Heritability is the correlation between genetic factors 
and an observed phenotype. If the variable of interest 
is correlated with anything influenced by genes, then 
our variable of interest will also be heritable. A review 
of all published twin studies indicated that genetic fac-
tors accounted for approximately 50% of the variance, 
across phenotypes, with only small contributions from 
shared environment for most phenotypes (25). For 
example, lung cancer is to some extent heritable (26); 
however, so is cigarette smoking (27). In fact, the gene 
most associated with lung cancer is a nicotine receptor 
gene (28). Putative factors related to receiving social 
welfare support are heritable: Alcohol use disorders 
(29,30), drug use disorders (31), and personality disor-
ders (32-34), which can all be prevented or treated. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The environment shared between family members con-
stitutes the strongest influence on reception of social 
welfare support. However, reception of social welfare 
support is also influenced by genetic factors. With 
regard to this welfare scheme, it does not just matter 
who you are, but also who your family is. 
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